DA Choice offers institutions the flexibility to create an ideal collection of backfiles suited to their individual needs.

Select any combination of 20 publications from AIP Publishing and our publishing partners dating from 1929 (volume 1 issue 1) and secure perpetual access to an archive of groundbreaking moments in the physical sciences still relevant to modern researchers.

How it works:
- Select from any of the 20 archive journals on a title-by-title basis
- Create a custom archive package most relevant for your researchers
- Secure perpetual access to historical research from Nobel prize winners and notable scientists
- Support your researchers and help drive their innovation forward

Perfect for:
- Corporations focusing on specialized research and products
- Organizations with a limited subscription budget
- Institutions with long-standing subscriptions to current publications

Speak to your Sales Manager for more information:
+1 800 344 6902  |  +1 516 576 2270
sales@aip.org  |  librarians.aip.org/digitalarchives
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